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LOAD CONTROLS - A P2P BUSINESS

Send your Switchboard & Control Panels requirements to modular@loadcontrols.net

Managing Director’s Message
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Dear Well Wishers,
Greetings from Load Controls!
As we embark on the journey that marks our Silver Jubilee, our heart is full of
gratitude for the sheer excitement, the wonder and the growth that this
journey has provided us all with. At the same time, we feel the responsibility
to be an even more signicant contributor in the theme of ‘Make in India’, with
our intent “Pioneering Solutions”
This could not have been possible, but for the support of all our customers, employees, past and present, Vendors and all other
Stake Holders who reposed their faith, trust and condence in Load Controls and all that it stands for.
As we stand at the milestone of this 25th year, we are even more resolute in “Pioneering
solutions” in the chosen area of our business, viz the manufacturing of Modular Type LV &
MV Switchboards, Control Panels and LV air insulated Bus Ducts, in serving Electrical
Installations - Faster, Smarter, Better!
We specialize in the Customer segments of Buildings, Infrastructure, Industry and work
closely with Electrical Consultants, Project Management Consultants, End Users &
Contractors. Load Controls Switchboards have extensive approvals in such projects. To
back this condence we have 3rd Party Type Test Certicates, ISO Certication and an Integrated Infrastructure that spans more
than 62,000 sft.
Load Controls have been the rst Switchboard Manufacturers in South India to obtain IEC
61439 certication from ASTA UK . At CPRI too Load Controls have Type Tested their Panels
for 100kA for 1 sec, a feat not many Panel Builders can claim to have achieved.
Our Modular Type 11 kV MV Switchboards have also been Type Tested at CPRI with
Schneider VCBs. Load Controls are Alliance Partners with Schneider Electric for MV
Switchgear integration. These solutions are available in Indoor & Outdoor designs, compliant
with internal arc withstand requirements.
Being a forerunner in the modular design of Switchboards, which enable predictable quality, faster deliveries, and economies
of scale for our Customers, Load Controls continually strives to enhance their technology. R&D is a top priority in all areas of
Electrical, Mechanical & Powder coating which keeps the focus on being a solution provider. Service both pre-sales and
post-sales is a guarantee that enables Customer loyalty. We undertake AMC Contracts, Retrot jobs and User training at
Customer sites as needed. We support & empower optimal utilization of resources, in link with User requirements.
To keep this culture of learning alive, we have enhanced our investments in our “Load Controls Training Center” and
“Transform Library” which reaches out to all our employees & Customers. With gratitude in our hearts, ambitious goals in our
vision and the spirit of service in our approach we seek your continual encouragement, patronage and support to
successfully conquer the next milestone - our Golden Jubilee.
With best regards,

M. Ramani
Managing Director

“When there is a problem, there is an opportunity disguised as a solution.” – Ishita Kapoor, Respect Women

Load Controls
Load Controls
Vision, Positioning
Mission & Values

Load Controls Mission
To harness power to work for our Customers by

Load Controls Values
Pioneering

helping manage, monitor, distribute, protect and
automate electrical energy.

Being Pioneering is a way of thinking that
permeates all our activities.

We are committed to meeting the needs of our

We are always looking for distinguished ways of
doing, working & contributing.

Customers with innovative technologies that
ensure safety, durability & convenience.

We seldom hesitate to experiment outside
our comfort zone to lead in solution.

Professional
Our promise is to continually strive to be Faster,
Smarter & Better while contributing to the
World's work.

We give 100% of ourselves in whatever
we undertake.
We focus not just on the “what” but also on
the “how” & “why”.
Integrity in thought, word & deed is the way
we are.

Perseverant

Load Controls Vision - 2018
Be a professionally managed organization,
committed to world class customer experience

We keep trying - at what we believe
is right, correct and fair to all concerned.
We never give up especially when
the going gets tough.
Our belief, faith and trust in the larger
picture, helps us reach for the stars.

& bench-marking our products and services
against global quality standards.
By 2018, to have built a highly protable
organization, software enabled, processes driven
& people oriented, while also enabling a
culture that lives by our values.

We continually empower an active R&D that
enables meaningful innovation. We sustain a
high performance team & blend it with strategic
partnerships to offer Customers the best possible
electrical switchboard solutions.

Positive
A ‘can do’ approach is the bottom line of
our Customer Focus.
We feel grateful for what is, while we strive
to be all that we were meant to be.
To laugh a little more in life & enjoy the
journey is our philosophy for living.

Passionate
We strive to be involved in our work always
with an attitude of gratitude.
We live in the moment taking each challenge
in our stride with aliveness.
We enjoy learning more about our Customer’s
needs & exult in the delivery completion.

“Every single person I know who is successful at what they do is successful because they love doing it.”
– Joe Penna, Mystery Guitar Man
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Load Controls Business Philosophy
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World’s
Work

Customer
Experience

Employee Growth

Business Scalability
Wealth Generation
Sharing & Caring

World’s Work

We proactively engage with right opportunities to harness electric power in our chosen market segments.
We pioneer solutions that make a positive difference to the World's work.

Customer
Experience

We strive to understand the stated and implied needs of our Customer & Customer's Customer and enable
solutions that delight in delivery, cost, quality and service.

Employee
Growth

We have an ABC HR approach to performance management, wherein we coach our employees in Capability
building, Behavior evolution and Alignment to Organizational Goals.

Business
Scalability

We enable right processes, aided with appropriate software and ISO documentation. We evolve our
manufacturing guidelines, quality checklists & SOPs on a continual basis to help scale our operations.

Wealth
Generation

We add intrinsic value to our Customers, keep seeing how we can enhance this further and reach out in
service, which helps generate prots. This sustains our operations and helps us reinvest and grow.

Sharing &
Caring

We believe we must share our prots rst with our employees and also take responsibility for society
and sustainability in caring ways that nurtures this interdependence in the larger view of things.

“Do not be afraid of being wrong; just be afraid of being uninteresting.” – T. Carl Whitmer
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“Find something you love and do it better than everyone else.”
– Gurbaksh Chahal, RadiumOne

Benets of Modular Design
Load Controls Panel Features

Most other competition
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Benets of the Modular Features

Welded, xed type,
non exible in design

Flexibility, Adaptability,
Expand ability and can accommodate
changes even at site.

All doors are reversible LHS to
RHS and vice versa.

No reversibility feature. Fixed

This reversibility can accommodate
and adapt the Panel to site conditions.

Modular design permits height,
length and depth to be varied in
intervals of just 30 mm.

Each panel dimension varies with
little or no standardization.

Interchangeable modules help
accommodate changes even at site.

The skeleton of the panel is
made out of just two punched
proles.

Custom manufactured to each
and every panel.

Stocked proles ensure faster
execution of Shells and hence Panel
delivery.

No sharp corners and welded
air gaps which hinder safety
and aid corrosion.

Possibility of sharp corners high
and air gaps can be seldom
avoided.

Safer, more durable and more reliable.

Door edges are bent twice.

Door edges are bent once.

More mechanical strength leading
to better sturdiness and aesthetics.

The double bend enables D type
neoprene rubber gasket to have
the right contact with panel frame

The double bend advantage is
not available.

Right IP clause protection
guaranteed.

Color combinations can be
accommodated differently for
frame, doors and partitions.

Generally single color only possible
with variation between frame and
partitions not easily done.

Flexibility in color combinations
delight Customers and enhance
aesthetics and functionality.

Frame assembly and door
manufacturing along with busbar
fabrication are parallel activities.

Bus bar and door fabrication gets
done only after measurement of
frame dimensions.

Speed of execution is faster,
more accurate and standardization
driven.

Modular design allows easily for
single front & double front
arrangements.

Welded design has lesser to no
exibility.

Versatile design permits easy
adaptability to power ow needs and
room dimensions even as they evolve.

Can accommodate any make of
switchgear and even changes in
switchgear ratings.

Built to suit. Minimum or no change
possible once made.

Permits accommodating such changes
without need to occupy additional
verticals and real estate.

LC designed SMC Busbar
supports aids standardization,
quality and repeatability.

Use locally available Busbar
supports, seldom type tested and
does not help in standardization.

Reliable quality and guaranteed
safety when electrical faults strike.

LC LC 415 V Modular
Switchboards have been type
tested for 100 KA for 1 sec.

If at all type tested may be with local
bus bar supports and at 50 KA for
1 sec.

Capability for 100 KA demonstrates
more thoroughness in design, reliability
and durability.

If at all type tested may be without
VCB.

This marks the beginning of a Strategic
Alliance Partnership between
Schneider & LC for South India.

Modular bolted design
construction of the shell of the
panel

LC MV 11 KV Modular Switchboards
have been type tested for 26.3 kA for
3 secs with Evolis Schneider make VCB.
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Bagmane
Tech Park

Our Customer Segments
Buildings
Commericial
IT Parks
Data Centers
Malls
Hotels
Hospitals
Apartments

Industry
Automobile
Steel
Textile
Paper
Cement
Power etc

Infrastrucure
Airports

OEMs
Diesel Generators
Turbines

Telephone us @

080-300 33 800
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Our
Specialized
Products

“I think not focusing on money makes you sane because in the long run it can probably drive you crazy.”
– Kevin Systrom, Instagram

Load Controls Product Range
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Comprehensive
Product Range
- Medium Voltage Switchboards
- 3.3 kv to 33 kv VCB/SF6 Breaker Panels
- Controls & Relay Panels with PLC Automation
- MV DG Synchronizing Panels

- Low Voltage Switchboards
- Main Switchboards - Single & Double Bus Bar Systems
- Motor Control Centers ( with multiple power source)
- DG AMF & Synchronizing Panels with PLC and SCADA
controls
- APFC Panels with contactors, thyristors & other switching
solutions
- Soft Starter & Drive Panels with energy management &
measurements
- Metering Panels with ACCLs for DG power change over
- UPS Panels with double neutral and interlocks as required
- Feeder Pillars and outdoor kiosks

- Busducts
- Air Insulated Busducts for Indoor &
outdoor applications

- Enclosures
- In modular design with Type tested bus bar systems,
Enclosures in Form 1-4 with IP 4X upto 55
- Distribution Boards are available in standard sizes.

“We want somebody who sees every day as a new chapter to learn and grow, and that's what I want in everyone.”
– Saurabh Aggarwal, Octro

Types of Our Customized Panels -1
Process Automation Panels
Most manufacturing and building services today require
some degree of automatic monitoring and control. Complete
process panels, utilizing the latest technology in PLC control
and recording, may be supplied along with console units and

c

heavy duty electronic racking. Large computer systems
require extensive networks. The associated cabling is
facilitated through the use of patch panels. All electrical
equipment emits electro-magnetic pulses (EMP) and is also
susceptible to radio frequency interference (RFI) due to the
increasing use of low voltage low current applications. To
solve this problem, all electrical equipment may be built in
specially shielded panels.

Metering Panel for High rise Apartments
For high rise Apartment complexes or for that matter a cluster
of commercial establishments, metering of the power
consumed is normally done at the source of individual LT
supply. This is centralized for ease of meter reading and billing
in a Metering Panel.
These Panels are generally approved by the Electricity
Authorities and involve sealing of compartments in such a
manner that power theft is rendered impossible. Appropriate
current limiting devices like an MCB are used to ensure that
the Main Transformer is not overloaded and individual raising
main cables are also protected.
Wherever, DG Power is to be supplied to the Apartment or Commercial Establishment during times of EB Power failure,
an Automatic Changeover cum Current Limiter is generally used. This not only automatically changes over the power
from EB to DG and back, but also limits the use of the DG power to a pre-set limit so as not to overload the DG set.
Hence the convenience of the end user is ensured while keeping project cost to optimal levels.

“Every individual's life is unique – build yours the way you want it.” – Pallavi Pareek, IPLeaders
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Types of Our Customized Panels - 2
Feeder Pillar & Out Door Kiosks
(Also in stainless steel)
Whenever Power needs to be controlled, monitored, distributed
etc in outdoor applications like in a transformer yard or on the
terrace of buildings or in group housing projects spread out over
a large space and so on, Feeder Pillar Panels or Outdoor Kiosks
are used. These can be supplied in powder coated CRCA Sheet
Steel or in Stainless Steel as required. The Panels are
manufactured generally to IP55 clause of protection to ensure no
ingress of water, dust or vermin with a canopy on top. While the
outside of the Panel is welded the Load Controls Outdoor Panels
retain the modular advantage in the insides, enhancing the
exibility, safety and versatility of the interiors of the Panels.

M V PANELS
Load Controls MV Panels applications span operation and protection of
networks from 3.3 to 33 kV in public, industrial or tertiary distribution. They
are used in either new or renovation installations. The Circuit-breakers are
available in xed, withdrawable in cradle, frontal or lateral versions and in
current ratings of 630 to 2500 A and short-circuit current from 25 to 40 kA.
Here again the specialty of Load Controls MV Panels is the modular feature
which makes the compartmentalization of Incomer with CT Chamber,
Outgoing with bus bar extension
facility, PT Chamber, Control &
Metering Chamber and the Circuit
Breaker Chambers easily dened.
Further all Panels are tted with the
feature of internal arc
management. Retrotting of old
installations with new VCBs are
also undertaken.

“Everything started as nothing.”

– Ben Weissenstein, Grand Slam Garage Sales
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Types of Our Customized Panels - 3
Programmable Logic Relays
We offer to our clients a range of intelligent, exible, powerful, expandable and
effectively programmable logic relays with expandable inputs and outputs.
These programmable logic relays have the capability of analog inputs, high
speed counters and communication options.

SCADA Systems
Our range of scada systems are user friendly, robust
and comprehensive in the display of Power
parameters, graphs, single line diagrams, history,
trends, data, help menu for the Control Panel operation,
and remote start stop facility as called for by the
application. We can provide
• 75 tags to unlimited tags, development &
runtime package
• Web version package for 2 users to unlimited users
• Supports system redundancy & client server
architecture
• Connectivity to RDBMS
• Open system architecture
• Tag database compatibility with various application
software like MS excel & word

“I suffer from the delusion that every product of my imagination is not only possible, but always on the cusp of becoming real.”
– Sean Parker, Napster
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Busbar Systems
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Bus Bar System

The Busbar system forms the main power distribution
within an assembly and is one of the critical elements
determining the assembly's operational reliability and
safety. The Busbar system is designed to withstand
the mechanical and thermal stress existing during
normal service as well as under fault conditions.
The main Busbar can be arranged at the top, bottom or
at any module in between in the enclosure. They may
also be arranged in the X, Y plane or in the Z plane.
This is the ultimate in exibility. The distribution
Busbars can be placed behind the functional units or
between them, allowing for rear access.
The Busbar support insulators are manufactured from
a high grade SMC/DMC/FRP which can withstand all
the mechanical and thermal stresses involved. All
SMC/DMC/FRP used in the system are CFC and
halogen free.
Systems up to 8000 A can be assembled as standard.
Multiple bar per phase arrangement is used. This
allows connections and extensions to be made with
either Copper or Aluminum bus bars. For higher
ratings interleaved bus bar arrangements are also
offered for lesser temperature rise and efciency in
conducting current.

“If Google teaches you anything, it's that small ideas can be big.”

– Ben Silbermann, Pinterest

Integrated Infrastructure
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Trimans Bending Machine

CNC cutting Machine

Powder Coating Section

7 Tank Pre-Treatment Process

Bus Bar System

Hydralic Bus Bar Working

Semi-automated Pneumatic Lines

In house Testing Facility

“Live your life with passion. Be bold; do not take up a job just for the sake of it.” – Lisa Srao, I Brands Beverages
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Machineries List
To make possible the most complicated fabrication requirements, we have in-house the following machines and
connected power of more than 200 HP.
Machine

SN

Specication

Make

HP

Qty

1

CNC Turret Punch Press with
Siemens PLC & Bosch Hydralics

20 Station
30 Tons

AMC

15

1 No

2

NC Amada Press Brake with
Segmented Dies

2500x 4 mm
( 80 Tons )

Amada - Japan

10

1 No

3

Hydraulic Shearing Machine

2500x 4 mm
( 80 Tons )

Trimans

5

1 No

4

Hydraulic Press Brake

2500x 4 mm
( 80 Tons )

Trimans

5

1 No

5

Hydraulic Power Press with
Deep Throat

20 Tons

Unipress

3

1 No

6

Hydraulic Busbar Bending
Machine

200 x 12 mm

Unipunch

5

3 Nos

7

Hydraulic Busbar Punching
Machine

20 Tons 1 No
40 Tons 1 No

Arco Whitney

5

2 Nos

8

Hydraulic Busbar Shearing
Machine

20 Tons

Arco Whitney

5

1 No

9

Pneumatic Press

8 Tons

Mercury
Pneumatica

-

1 No

10

Pneumatic Screw Drivers

10 mm

Elgi SP 1826

-

4 Nos

12

Fly Press

No. 8-2, No. 5-1

BD

-

3 Nos

13

Pillar Drilling Machine

1/2 inch, 3/4 inch

-

0.5 -1

4 Nos

14

MIG MAG Welding Machines

-

-

-

2 Nos

15

Welding Machines

-

Strongarc

4 kva

3 Nos

16

Power Hacksaw

-

Jaswanth

1

1 No

17

Portable Power Tools for
Drilling, Grinding & Sandering

-

-

1

10 Nos

18

Diesel Generator Sets with
Acoustics & Control Panel

45 KVA 2 Nos
80 KVA 1 No

Eng. Kirloskar
Alt : LG

“Be brave and experiment – if it hasn't been done before doesn't mean it can't be done now!”
– Hardik and Ritesh, Bonitto.in

3 Nos

Test Equipments List
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3 KV High Voltage Insulation Tester
1000 V Insulation Resistance Tester ( Meggar )
Current Injection Equipment :
Primary : 1000 A at 4 Volts AC
Secondary : 25 A at 30 Volts AC
Phase Sequence Tester
Tong Tester
Continuity Tester
Torque Strength Tester & Indicator for bolts

Our Technical Strength

Supply of Top Quality Switchboards & Control Panels

Load Controls has over 25 years of experience in the design, product development,
fabrication, painting, assembly, testing, and supply of top quality Switchboards and

Testing
Assembly

Control Panels. To translate concept to product in a zero defect manner, and to keep
cost and accuracy under tight control, Load Controls has computerized its entire
services. From estimation, based on customized software to CAD generated GA
drawings, the process of manufacturing is simplied and precise. A methodical
system methodical system of computerized archiving is in place for 'as built'

Painting
Fabrication
Product Development

drawings & test reports, which serves traceability for futurefor future reference.
Basic tools like design guides are used to design the Load Controls switchboards.

Design

This facilitates optimum layouts of the required devices. The focus is further, on
standardization and value engineering for improvement of quality and user friendliness.
Funds are allocated for R&D activities every year to a substantial extent. Top management focus and priority is given and
all employees are empowered to participate and contribute through Quality Circle meetings and “Possibility” programs.
The technical strength of Load Controls lies in it's dedication and consistent focus on Switchboards manufacturing with a
persistent 'can do' attitude and an internal climate of continuous learning, with improvements & innovation that go to add
value & superior performance for their customers. Every aspect of manufacturing is thoroughly analyzed, bench-marked
with the best in the industry – worldwide and systems & checklists are put in place and monitored regularly for results.
Design & production engineers are periodically trained, in-house as well as sent for technical training programs to orient
themselves in better design & practices in switchboards manufacturing.
Thus customers are assured of the best technical solutions, combined with delightfully quick deliveries, well-engineered
workmanship, at most competitive prices.
“We've grown tremendously by keeping our clients and team happy and not just because we do good work.”
– Dushyant Bhatia, Gozoop.com

Load Controls - A P2P Business
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In order to further invest in the future, Load Controls recognizes that skilled and contented employees are its
greatest asset and essential for the Group. The development of a pleasant, conducive working environment
is a continuous major objective. It has resulted in increased personal commitment and responsibility plus
higher levels of individual and collective performance.

Load Controls has further recognized the immense importance
of training. Many employees participate in periodically arranged
in-house as well as external programs to improve their personal
performance and their chances of promotion.
A full-edged marketing team backed by estimation and design
engineers ensures prompt response to enquiries and tenders. They
further co-ordinate with the electrical consultants and speciers to
ensure total user friendly and cost-effective electrical engineering
solutions.

After Sales Service
At Load Controls, we are the solutions oriented Organization
focused on ensuring that our Customer’s Customer wins.
Dedicated service engineers backed by the Load Controls team
are always available to service the customer after sales
requirements. Special emphasis is given to such calls as it is
looked upon as an opportunity for learning through vital user
feedback. Such feedbacks serve as a base for further
development of products.
To make this a reality we have over the years developed a “WAH”
Service Team.
WAH stands for
Whenever ( Any time 24/7)
Anywhere ( Place of service is not an issue) and
However ( with respect to the conditions of the place)
Our Service personal are trained, committed and passionate about offering the Customer the best possible service and
solutions.
They take PRIDE (Personal Responsibility In Developing Excellence) in being given the opportunity to contribute in solving
problems for our Customers.
To Ensure that our Customers are well aware of the latest product solutions technologies and operation methodologies we
also undertake to train our Customer’s Engineers wherever our Switchboards have been supplied.

Whenver, Anywhere & However => Service Team

Load Controls Positioning - 1
Our journey started 32 years ago as a trading
organization, “Mani Sales (Bangalore) stocking and
distributing electrical switchgear and control gear. As
we saw Customers delighted with our services we
wanted to give them more. We ventured to ask
ourselves questions such as:
- What do you do when the power goes off? Do
you need a back up generator? What do you
do when power comes back? Do you want a
manual system of power source control or an
automatic one?
- Do you have a limited amount of Electricity
Power source for your industrial or building
needs? And you want to supplement this with
DG Power? Are you able to predict the loads
in terms of critical & non-critical? What kind
of automation, monitoring & measurement
would you want?
-

-

What do you do about supply disturbances?
What makes your lights icker & your
computers crash? Do you need surge
protection? Do you have a low supply voltage
problem? Does humming electrical
equipment bother you? Why do power lines
crackle?
Have you worried about the penalties in your
electrical bills with respect to power quality?
Do your cables, electrical equipment get
heated up increasing your anxiety? Would
you nd your motors and tube lights failing
more often than gives you comfort?

Load Controls operate in the segments of Buildings
(Commercial & High Rise Residential), Data Centers,
Industrial, OEM and Infrastructure areas. We have
also been supplying panels & switch board solutions
to MNC's like Bosch, Toyota & Gestamp Sungwoo,
ABB, GE and Schneider in a signicant way. This also
implies that our Quality Assurance Plan has been
vetted by them and is in line with their expectations.
Load Controls modular LV Switchboards have passed
the stringent IEC 61439 - 1 & 2 Type Tests at ASTA
laboratories UK with the tests conducted at ERDA,
India. This is for 50xA for 3 Secs Short Circuit & a
dozen other tests with Siemens switchgear.
Load Controls LV switchboards have also been
certied by CPRI, Bangalore, for short circuit (100KA
for 1 sec), temperature rise (3000 A) and IP54 & IP55
degree of protection. Load Controls MV switchboards
(11 KV) have been type tested at CPRI, Bangalore for
short circuit (26.3KA for 3 secs) and 75 kv Impulse.
The Quality Management System of Load Controls
has been ISO 9001:2008 certied since the year
2005.
The unique advantage of Load Controls Switchboards
for the Customer is the MODULAR feature which adds
value in terms of the deliveries being Faster, the
construction permitting Flexibility and the price yet
being Cost Effective thanks to standardization. The
doors of the Panels are reversible, modules
interchangeable and feature Load Controls designed
Bus Bar Supports which have withstood the 100KA

62000 SFT INTELLIGENT INFRASTRUCTURE

Slowly and steadily we found ourselves take on the
additional responsibility of answering these concerns
through the commencement of our manufacturing
division Load Controls.
Load Controls range of Product Solutions today span
MV Panels, Main Switchboards, PCCs, MCCs, DG
synchronizing with/ without PLC & SCADA systems,
APFC Panels, Drives & Soft Starter Panels, Outdoor
Kiosks, Bus Ducts and such Customized Panel
Solutions.

Type Test. The entire Panel is made from just two
proles that have holes suitable for 6 mm thread
punched and pierced at a pitch of 30 mm throughout
their length. This enables standardization in
dimensions that vary by 120 mm in X & Z Axis and 60
mm in Y axis. Color combinations as per Customer's
choice can be provided.

“Money will solve only one problem, money. The rest of the problems of building business have to solved by you only.”
– Pushkar Gaikwad, inBoundio
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Load Controls Positioning - 2
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Team Load Controls is headed by Mr. M. Ramani,
Managing Director, Load Controls and is professionally
managed, with functionally well-dened departments,
each of which is headed by well-qualied and wellexperienced professionals. After Sales service is part
of our DNA and this department deserves a signicant
mention here. With more than 25 years of Industry
manufacturing experience, Load Controls offers you
the best possible solutions with latest technology,
prices user application focus and at affordable prices.
The manufacturing facility of Load Controls, consisting
of 62,000 sq ft, is well-equipped with
CNC/Hydraulic/mechanically powered fabrication,
along with assembly sections with appropriate testing
& quality control facilities., A dedicated powder coating
facility ensures speedy execution with assured quality
top-of-class Testing & Quality Control facilities.

explore ways in which value could be added by
“Harnessing Power to reliably work for you.”

Load Controls is an active member of COSMA (Control
Panel & Switchgear Manufacturers Association)
headquar tered in
Mumbai with
members from all
major centers of
India. COSMA is
managed by
professionals with
years of experience
in the eld of Control
Panel and Switchgear Manufacturing. Panel Builders
come together here from a context of “enabling
reliability” throughout the Nation & the World.
Load Controls invites you to their web site
www.loadcontrols.net also to their present factory off
Kanakapura Road at Kaggalipura to have a rst hand
impression of our Product Solutions, Manufacturing
Processes and Quality Standards. The context is to

“I truly believe that when you think and dream big, bigger things happen to you." – Vishal Gondal, Goqii

Load Controls ISO & CPRI & ASTA Type Tests
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ISO Certied

ASTA Certied

Load Controls has been accredited ISO 9001-2008
for design, manufacture, service and supply of
modular power switchboards & control panels since
2005. All the routine tests as per IS specications are
conducted on all switchboards, before delivery to the
customer. The customer can witness the tests if so
required, by prior arrangement.

Load Controls modular switchboards are also TYPE
TESTED at ERDA, Vadodara under the aegis of ASTA
of UK. We are the rst switchboard manufacturer in
South India to achieve this distinction for ASTA
certication of IEC 61439 - 1 & 2 Edition 2.0 20112008.

Quality in the end product starts from the marketing
inputs through the stages of
1. Electrical and Mechanical design
2. Fabrication
3. Pretreatment and Powder coating,
4. Shell Assembly
5. Inward Inspection of bought out components
6. Main Assembly (Bus Bar and Wiring)
7. Inspection,
8. Testing
9. Packing
10. Documentation and Dispatch.
For each of these stages we have a check list before
the product goes to the next stage. All these go to
make our Quality Assurance Plan (QAP). All important
parameters are dened with clarity on expectations
and these strictly adhered to. Our customers are
therefore guaranteed and detect-free solutions, which
are reliable, safe and durable.

Our panels have gone through and passed
successfully the rigorous of
- Strength of materials and parts
- Degree of Protection
- Clearances
- Creep age Distances
- Protection against Electric Shocks
- Dielectric Properties
- Temperature - rise
- Short-circuit withstand strength
- EMC compatibility &
- Mechanical Operation
This was done with Siemens Switchgear for 2500A &
1600A respectively in February 2013.

CPRI Type Test Certied
LV ~ 415 V
1. Short Circuit Test for 100 KA for 1 Sec
2. Temperature Raise Test upto 3200A
3. Degree of Protection ( IP) for IP 54.
MV~ 11000 V
1. 26.3 KA for 3 secs with EVOLIS
Schneider VCB in the panel.
2. 75 kV Impulse Test

“The future of scalable business models lies in the connections made among data,
software, products and services.” – Barry Wacksman and Chris Stutzman, Connected by Design

What do you get from Load Controls?

Load Controls at Elecrama
- Reaching out with our unique benets to you
Elecrama is the biggest electrical exhibition that takes place bi-annually in India.
Load Controls took part in Elecrama 2006, 2008 and 2012 Exhibitions, all at
Mumbai, India. Here the Electrical and Electronics Industry, Trade and Users
converge making this Electrical Exhibition the most informative in Asia and the
Middle East.
On the regional front too, Load Controls has participated in exhibitions
sponsored by ELCA ( Electrical Consultants Association) at Bangalore.

“If we collectively believe that a successful business can be coupled with philanthropy, we will not
only come out with great products, but also create a better society.”
– Raji Kannan, LensBricks
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Customers feedback
“ I am very happy with the quality of the panels and
the interest shown by your people in attending
to all the minor details”
- PRASAD GIRIMAJI.

“ Set up is very impressive, quality conscious,
dedicated workforce, co-operative”
-Subhash Mahadevaiah
GODREJ PROPERTIES LIMITED - Bangalore

“ Maintained very good culture. Best of Luck”
-ANAND P

“ Excellent Infrastructure, Good Testing Procedure,
Customer Friendly Employees”
- S.G.BALAJI,
M/S VANITEC LTD

“Excellent Skill. Very Upcoming Panel Board
manufacturers. Keep it up”.
-D.S.YADUNANDANA
-Seema Electrical Pvt. Ltd

“ It is very rare to nd such high standards of sincerity
and trustworthiness in the world of business today”
-Jameel,
ZENER ELECTRIC COMPANY - Bangalore

“The company is really impressive - it’s a complete.
process well organized mode with Passion & Vision”
-Tarek El Gani - ABB - Vice President,
Low Voltage Product India, Middle East & Africa
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“ Quality of products, workmanship is very good.
The workforce is highly dedicated”
-Prasad Girimaji
POWER ENGINEERING CO - Bangalore

“Quality is good, manufacturing process is
good. Finally client gets a good product from
a good manufacturer like Load Controls”.
-H.S.Madhukar
WIPRO TECHNOLOGIES - Bangalore

“Testing is satised, equipments and team are very
good, overall it is good”
-Raveesh
SRIPEKSHA CONSULTANTS - Bangalore.

“ Organization is well developed to full
customer’s requirement in time”.
-AJAY K R SINGH,
M/s Takenaka India Pvt Ltd.,

“Very enthusiastic & passionate Load Controls
management & employees. Best wishes”.
-Shyam Rajagopal
SR MANAGER - SIX SIGMA QUALITY- ABBBangalore

“ I am impressed. It is like an European Plant”
-Abdul Rahman Juma
BAHRAIN

.
“Great visit with excellent team & vision”
Mike Mustapha - ABB - President
Low Voltage Product India, Middle East & Africa

“It's not about how many years of experience you have. It's about the quality of your years of experience.”
– Jacob Cass, Logo of the Day

Load Controls - Modular Advantages
Fast
Flexible
Cost Effective

Load Controls panels are all modular in design,
inline with global standards.

Fast :
The skeleton of the Panel is made from two
proles, the frame bar and the cross bar. The
rest of the partitions, base plates, base channels
and doors are all standardized for different sizes
in multiples of 150 mm in X, Y and Z axis. All these
components are stocked based on the concept of
minimum required volumes. Hence the
deliveries are practically ex-stock ! Modular
empowers ready panels.

Modular Ready Proﬁles
960
900
840
780

Flexible :

720

Scores of standardized components go to make
the Modular Design. These are versatile in the
f e a t u r e s o f i n t e r- c h a n g e a b l i t y ; c a n
accommodate late minute component additions,
changes and even have the doors reversible from
left to right and vice versa ! Any make of
electrical switchgear can be accommodated with
ease and extensions to the panels can even be
done at site with precision. The panels can be
made in Form 1 and Form 4 will all variations
including single and double front with arc
chamber facilities.

660
600
540
480

Busy Scheduled employees on Panel works
420
360
300

Cost Effective :
240

Standardization helps scaling. The result is
economies of scale. The beneciaries are our
customers and end users. Further the proles
are not only with 3/4 bends but also pierced This
renders the Panels rugged, sturdy and reliable yet
being light weight. Less material, more
technology and less cost !

180
120
60
120

240

360

480

600

720

900

1020

1240

“Innate genius isn’t the only way to solve business problems creatively” - Jeanne Liedtka, Design Thinking

Some of Our Esteemed Customers

Mani Sales Trading Division

Through our sister concern Mani Sales
( Bangalore), who hold dealerships for
important electrical components that go
into Load Controls switchboards, the
customer gets the advantage of a singlepoint-product guarantee and responsibility.
The following are some of the products
marketed by Mani Sales (Bangalore).

Automatic Source Changeover cum
Current Limit Single Phase Motor
Starter - OLP3, Fridge Guard

DPX MCCBs, LEXIC MCBs, Isolators,
LEXIC RCDs, RCBOs, Time Switches,
Distribution Boards, Thermoplastic
Plug and Socket, Mosaic Wiring
Accessories, Voice Data Image, DLP
Trunking System.

Switchgear range covering ACBs,
MCCBs, Contactors, Timers, MCBs and
other wiring accessory range etc.,

HPL SOCOMEC On Load COS; Panel
mounting Energy Meter, LK-HPL Switch
Fuse Units/Isolators/HRC Fuses, HPL DIRIS Energy Display, Monitoring and
Management Relays.

Range of lighting, wires and switchgear.

Range of Thermoplastic plugs & sockets,
boxes and customized power distribution
enclosure solutions.

“If you're not making mistakes, then you're not making decisions.” – Catherine Cook, MyYearbook

Contact Us

Load Controls India
Private Limited

Nice Road - Kanakapura Road - Sri Sri Ravishankar Guruji Ashram Bus Stop - Right Turn - Pipe Line Road
Left Turn - Water Tank - Right Turn - Forus - Load Controls India Private Limited

Load Controls India Private Limited,
No. 1,2 & 3 Survey No. 105,Uttari Road,
K. Ashwath Industrial Layout,
Off Kanakapura Road,
Kaggalipura.
Bangalore - 560 082.

Telephone No : 080 - 300 33 800 ( 100 lines)
www.loadcontrols.net
Email Id : modular@loadcontrols.net

Quality
Policy
We continually strive for zero defects in
our products, 100% customer Satisfaction
& will not knowingly ship any produce,
which fails to meet Customer requirement.

We continually strive to deliver products
TROLS IS

times and cost effective manufacturing
RING

LOAD

ON

CA

C

on time every time, with shrinking lead

processes.

We continually strive to improve and
strengthen our quality checklists,
performance management & ISO
documentation.

EHS policy
Provide and maintain a safe and healthy workspace
for Load Controls employees, contractors and visitors.

Protect the environment and neibouring community
from adverse impact from Load Controls Operations.

Comply with all applicable environmental, health
and safety (EHS) laws and regulations.

“I've also learned that the biggest lessons came from my biggest mistakes.” – Gurbaksh Chahal, RadiumOne

